Make A Difference!

Sacred Heart School (SHS) is the top ranked Parish school in the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston for scholar
academic growth. We have you to thank for providing the funding that enabled Sacred Heart School in Roslindale
to continue to make a difference in the lives of the many children who come to us each day eager to learn.
Because of your past generosity, we have been able to implement programs that are rarely seen in Catholic
Schools. The result is the academic growth of our scholars evidenced by the increased achievement test scores
across all subject areas. Among this year’s highlights:
●

Eighth grade teacher, Caitlin O’Leary, was named the Achievement Network (ANet) Teacher of the Year
for Eastern New England. “ANet's Teacher of the Year award is given to a teacher who has demonstrated a
focus on excellence, used in standards and data to increase student achievement, and been a change
agent in their school for educational equity.”(ANet press release)  ANet includes nominees from hundreds
of schools across all sectors, public, private, and charter.

●

We continue to double down in our STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) program. In the
recent past, Sacred Heart School was recognized for the STEM curriculum by Today’s Catholic Teacher
magazine for “Innovations in Catholic Education” for Curriculum and Instruction. This specialized
curriculum, which is teacher facilitated and student directed, has been instrumental in scholar academic
growth and achievement.

●

Last month, through the generosity of an alumni family, the Muldoons, and Price Waterhouse Cooper
(PwC), we opened two state of the art STEM labs. These new labs provide Sacred Heart scholars with the
resources and space that they need to solve problems of inquiry utilizing the engineering design process.

To continue this momentum, we need your assistance. A donation from you makes a difference in the lives of the
scholars at Sacred Heart School. Without you, Sacred Heart would not be the educational institution of the future
that it has become. We thank you.
Sincerely,

Monsignor Francis Kelley
Pastor

Monica Haldiman, MEd
Head of Campus
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